Thank you for joining us. The webinar will begin momentarily at 10:00am.
Welcome and Announcements

• This is NOT being recorded
• We will answer questions at the end of each segment as time permits
• Submit questions via Zoom Q&A window
• Slides will be posted on ORA website following the meeting
Agenda

• Welcome & Announcements – Marcia Smith
• Updates from the Human Research Protection Program – Kristin Craun
• Foreign Engagement and Updates from Research Policy and Compliance – Ann Pollack
• Updates from the OCGA Grants Team – Kathy Kawamura
• New Systems Supporting Research Safety and Animal Welfare – Jennifer Perkins
• EFM’s PAMS Report of Expired Funds to be Closed – Jennifer Iglesias
• EFM Fiscal Closing – Monida Hean
• OCGA Overview of New Forms for Federal Grant Applications – Cindy Gilbert
• Questions and Discussion